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Razorleaf to Present at COExperience

Join Razorleaf at this three-day event that brings together expert users of Dassault

Systèmes solutions. In addition to the keynote be sure to attend presentations by

Razorleaf's own Michael Craffey, Brian Lau, and Jonathan Scott.

Read about our presentations.

 

Planning for All

By Michael Craffey

Dassault Systèmes has been delivering terrific project planning capabilities for

years. The R2019x release introduces a new Project Planner role that

revolutionizes project planning for all in an intuitive web app that will enable

Planning for All.

 

READ MORE
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Medical Device Rebranding Eased with a Suite of Software

Razorleaf’s work with Ascensia to help with a corporate rebranding effort using PLM

and ERP software, was recently featured in “Today’s Medical Developments.”

The story examines the challenges that can arise when a very popular product

changes branding, including transferring and integrating huge amounts of data while

upgrading information management systems and organizing multiple teams and

logistics.

Read how Rodney Coffey and the team at Razorleaf helped Ascensia.

Read the story 

You can get the full case study here.
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Modularizing Your DriveWorks Implementations

By Paul Gimbel

There are a few quite different mindsets of DriveWorks implementers that you’ll find

in the DriveWorks community. The primary difference between them lies in their

views on the subject of structure.

READ MORE

What is Graph Navigation?

Excerpted from the Aras blog.

Graph Navigation is a platform service introduced in Aras Innovator 11.0 SP15 that

allows users to quickly visualize and navigate data structures via a node-edge

graph. Since Graph Navigation is a service of the Aras Innovator platform and not a

feature of a specific application, users can explore data across all applications.
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Graph views also obey the permissions and access controls defined for your item

data.

READ MORE

How Does One Get Started with PLM and the Digital Twin?

By Jonathan Scott for Machine Design

The future of computer-aided design systems in an Internet of Things world is the

Digital Twin. Digital Twins leverage data from CAD systems, product lifecycles,

manufacturing systems, and sensors to create a realistic virtual model of your

product, enabling you to predict performance, maintenance, and failures.

READ MORE.
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